
COLOSSUS: HOLD & WIN
About
Take an exciting journey to ancient Greece, where the magnificent Colossus
of Rhodes stands proud over  the reels and the Rising Flame brings you
lucrative multipliers - welcome to Colossus: Hold & Win. Separate version
without  Bonus  Buy  feature  available  for  Belgium,  UK,  Malta,  Greece,
Netherlands, and any general country which supports the domain .COM –
Skin ID = 200695  

SUPER SYMBOLS

The mighty Colossus Wild is the most valuable
symbol in the game, as it  will  expand when it
lands on a win line and a multiplier will be added,
while  the shiny gold coins are used to trigger
Hold & Win Respins. 

EPIC FEATURES

T h i s  5 - r e e l ,  2 0 - l i n e  s l o t  f e a t u r e s
expanding Multiplier Wilds of up to 10x as well as
the unique Colossus Hold & Win Respins round,
where the final Colossus Spin can lead to epic
riches of up to 10,000x. 

MIGHTY REELS

Take  an  exciting  journey  to  ancient  Greece,
where  the  magnificent  Colossus  of  Rhodes
stands proud over the reels and the Rising Flame
brings  you  lucrative  multipliers  -  welcome
to  Colossus:  Hold  &  Win.  

Details
REELS

5

ROWS

3

LAYOUT

5x3

HIT RATE

37.2%

VOLATILITY

high

EXPOSURE

526100

MINIMUM BET

0.20

RTP

96.00%

FREE SPINS

YES

BASE GAME

1/182

Specs
TECHNOLOGY

SKIN ID

200183



COLOSSUS: HOLD & WIN
Game Features

MULTIPLIER WILDS

Wilds can land on Reels 2, 3, 4 or 5 and will
expand on a win line to create stacked wilds
with multipliers of up to 10x - multiple wilds
can appear on the same spin, with different
multipliers, to create some colossal wins. 

HOLD & WIN RESPINS

Six or more gold coins will trigger Colossus
Hold & Win Respins, where 3 initial respins are
awarded and will reset to 3 every time at least
one  new  coin  lands,  with  all  values  in
view paid when the respins run out. 

COLOSSUS RISING FLAME

At the start of Hold & Win Respins, as well as
when  a  new  coin  lands  or  at  the  end,  the
Colossus  Rising  Flame  can  flare  up  to
multiply the value of each coin in view by 2x,
3x, 5x or 10x - boosting the final payout. 

COLOSSUS SPIN

Fill  the entire grid with coins during Hold &
Win and you will gain one Colossus Spin on
the special wheel, triggering either the Minor,
Major or Colossus Award, worth 50x, 500x or
a whopping 10,000 x Bet. 
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